SPREAD  OF   CHRISTIANITY
because of their age, had entirely ceased to rule, so that in each
of these kingdoms the power became increasingly concentrated in
the hands of the head of the royal household, whose duty it was
to give orders to the royal servants and provide supplies for the
house. It is this official, called in Latin major domus (the great one
of the house), who is referred to by the moderns under the in-
correct appellation of 'mayor of the palace'. The whole of the
seventh century was occupied in struggles and wars between the
mayors and great nobles in each of the kingdoms, and between
the mayors of the different kingdoms,
5SPREAD    OF    CHRISTIANITY   IN    THE    COUNTRY
DISTRICTS
While the population was being to some extent renewed by in-
vasions, and the civilization of the Empire weakened by a return
to a state of war, the Christian religion was gaining in strength
and spreading through Gaul. It had entered the country as a
foreign religion, strongly stamped with the imprint of the Roman
character, absolutist, aristocratic, and juridical. The Romans
took little interest in those questions of metaphysical theology
concerning the nature of Christ and the Virgin which had roused
such passionate feeling among the Greek Christians of the East.
The things to which they attached most importance were cere-
monial practices and the observance of the rules of conduct. In
accordance with the legalistic spirit of Rome, they laid down
precise rules dealing with Sunday rest, the celebration of feast-
days, fasts, the confession of sins, penance, and the prohibition
of marriage between relatives, and tried to obtain the uniform
application of these to all Christians. In order to meet the need
which they felt for unity, they demanded a single absolute au-
thority, and, following the Roman model, they concentrated this
hi a single person, the pope, the bishop of Rome, who, during the
seventh century, had become in practice the head of an almost
independent government. Subject to the supreme authority of
the pope of Rome, the Church of Gaul received its organization
from the absolute authority of the aristocratic body of bishops.
Under their direction, and by the aid of the monks, the Christian
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